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PERSONALISED SIT STAND DESK
800X500X850

SKU: DSKPLY-800500850LAC
£175.00 Excl. VAT £150.00 Excl. VAT

FREE ENGRAVING
FREE OPTIONAL WINE GLASS HOLDER
Multi functional sit stand desk
Ultimately adjustable - creating the best
posture for different heights
Locking chucks - ensuring safe and sturdy
assembly
Optional glass holder
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PERSONALISED SIT STAND COMPACT QUICK DESK 800X500X850

The Ligneus Sit Stand Quick Desk is an ideal work from home compact desk. It is an optimal office adjustable
standing desk allowing for fast and easy set up and rearrangement of office space. This sitting and standing
desk is perfect for pop up offices.

It is ultimately adjustable to allow for different heights when both sitting and standing. The bureau desk's
adjustable nature means you can ensure exactly the right set up for you and so achieve a comfortable and
healthy posture.

Made from Birch ply this sit stand desk is incredibly strong and robust. Finished in a tough food safe lacquer it is
easy to clean and looks great.

Working from home

As more and more of us have to work from home setting up a home office can be difficult. This flat pack sit
stand desk assembles and dis-assembles in seconds and so offers the ideal solution as you work from one place
to the next.

Set on a table top this is the ideal adjustable standing desk. Set the original deskstand on a coffee table this
becomes a great seated desk. It's the ideal compromise for those who want the flexible option to sit or stand.
This compact desk quickly and easily set up and can be stowed away in the most efficient spaces.

When the correct assembly has been chosen locking chucks firmly secure the shelves and foot in place.

The Sit Stand Quick Desk also offers the option of a wine glass holder when perhaps working in a more relaxed
style. You can use it in your office, in your kitchen or even relaxing on your sofa and so bring a new meaning to
sofa surfing.

Personalised Standing Desk

Our sit stand desk comes with the option to customise it. This makes for a great gift or if you're an organisation
you can allocated room numbers or departments. Standard engraving on the top of the desk stand is offered at
no extra cost. Engraving is also offered on both boards and is written from the bottom left hand side corner
along the front edge. Do let us know if you would like to position it differently.

Hot desking & pop up offices

With the rise of hot desking and commercial spaces being used for a broader range of operations these
deskstands offer a great value solution. The ability to turn a room Into an office one minute and then into a
meeting room the next offers organisations the opportunity to maximise use. This deskmate in turn helps
organisations run leaner and consequently more efficiently.

....it's more than a laptop stand for work

Even though its main use is for working, as a compact computer desk, many use it as an easy to use screen and
TV stand. You can position it just so from your sofa or bed to watch your favourite movies and box sets. It has
also been used as a great display stand for plants - it's versatility is endless.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 800 × 500 × 850 mm

Assembly Self Assembly (Flat Pack)

Location Counter Top, Floor Standing

Wood Plywood

Finish Lacquered

Number of Tiers 2-Tiers

Options & Features Customisable

Colour Natural
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